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Sri Lanka is situated in the strategic geographical location that linked with maritime 
network East and West in the Indian Ocean. The island has been subjected to get foreign 
attraction from the prehistoric time and engaged with maritime functions with the outer 
world. According to the location of the country, mariners had to touch the ports of Sri 
Lanka when they were sailing in the Indian Ocean for the exchange and trans-shipping of 
cargo and acquire of supplies needed by the marines and passengers in their long distance 
voyages. In addition, gems, pearls, tusks, muslin, conch and turtle shells, medicine, spices, 
water and Buddhism appeared as the special reason for the visiting of mariners and 
passengers to the ports of Sri Lanka.  
The topic of the study named ‘Maritime cultural interaction between Sri Lanka and 
China- Based on archaeological artifacts of both countries’ is focused to the 
investigation of maritime cultural interaction between Sri Lanka and China in the last two 
millenniums. The diplomatic relations of two countries increased in the fifth century and 
developed the maritime trade relations from the eight-century AD using Sri Lankan port 
as the trans-shipping centers for the Chinese merchandise. Eventually China became the 
main partner of Sri Lankan maritime economy. Due to the close relationship numbers of 
Chinese artifacts like, ceramic, coins, tiles, Silk, epigraphs and inscriptions and other 
cultural materials as well as intangible heritage had saved in the island. Archaeological 
artifacts found in seaports and inland site of Sri Lanka are studying concerning its context 
relating to the site. Stratification and content of the layers of the sites are highly used for 
the chronology of Chinese contacts through maritime culture. The study is mainly based 
on Chinese artifacts found in Sri Lanka from Tang Dynasty to Qing Dynasty for the 
discussing of Sino-Sri Lanka maritime cultural interaction according to the dynastical 
order of China. The study is concerning for the chronology, distribution of artifacts, the 
type of the exchanges maritime trend that activated time to time with the ports and 
capitals of Sri Lanka.   
Sri Lankan cultural remains in China are more important for the history of Sri Lanka 
because the most of evidence has still not discussed in the academic field of the country. 
















ethnographical remains in China is representing the cultural interaction between China 
and Sri Lanka at least from the Yuan Dynasty. Siva temple in Quanzhou that built in 
thirteen century is noted in similar style of Sri Lankan Siva temple, built by Cholas in 
South India. Then art and architecture detect the cultural interaction in the twelve-thirteen 
centuries between Sri Lanka and China. There is new route for the academic research on 
the Sino-Sri Lanka cultural relations based on the discussed tangible and intangible 
heritages. For example, Shi family, their life style, social states, and family cemetery in 
Quanzhou, South China is very important archaeological and ethnological evidence to 
draw the historical line from China to Sri Lanka in the Ming Dynasty. Specially, Sri 
Lankan royal family in Quanzhou has disappeared in the history of Sri Lana and therefore; 
the study is contributing to explore the missing royal family in the kingdom of Kotte, Sri 
Lanka in the Ming Dynasty.  
Southeast Asian role was more affected for the Sino-Sri Lanka maritime connection in the 
long distance sea route because both of the parties should have crossed the several ports 
in Southeast Asia for the exchange and acquired the needs. Maritime market of Southeast 
Asia was very wide and linked with numbers of trade routes to Europe, Middle East, 
South and East Asia. Monsoon and natural current networks in the region have made the 
importance for development of maritime culture. Eventually, Southeast Asian policies, 
treatments, trade networks, diamond and supply were highly affected to the Sri Lankan 
maritime economy and then the kings of Sri Lanka made ties with the region through 
trade, Buddhism, marriage and diplomatic missions. Sri Lankan typed pagoda, Buddha 
and Bodhisattva image influenced to Thailand, Myanmar, Cambodia, Java and Sumatra 
as well as architectural tradition of those countries received into Sri Lanka. Specially, 
cultural interaction between Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia highly developed from twelve 
century to fourteen century. The study focused to the archaeological evidence found in 
Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia to explore cultural interaction that made through maritime 
routes and the role of Southeast Asia for maritime relation between Sri Lanka and China.  
Historical evidence is playing a main role for the basement of the study for interpretation 
of archaeological materials found in Sri Lanka and China that relating to the maritime 
culture. The impotence of the geographical location, ports, monsoon, current and 















Lanka that played role with the Chinese maritime economy in the Silk Road of the sea in 
the Indian Ocean from Han Dynasty to Qing Dynasty.  
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